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Structuring of Batch Mixer Loading
to Improve Mixing Time and Mixture
Quality of Solids
A simple yet informative model was built to estimate the influence of the initial
distribution of dissimilar particulate solids to be mixed on the mixing time and
mixture quality, and a way was searched to reduce the negative influence of segregation on the mixing process. The influence of segregation is particularly strong
when it is necessary to mix a small amount of a key component with a large
amount of a basic one. It is shown that the mixing time and mixture quality can
be noticeably improved by introducing a premixing stage that consists in loading
the key component in layers distributed over the basic component. A possible
technical solution for such loading is also proposed. Experimental tests of such
lab-scale vibration mixer proved its efficiency.
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Introduction

The tendency of dissimilar particulate solids to segregate into
one another is one of the most important restrictions for
obtaining their homogeneous mixture. For instance, in a mixture of fine and coarse particles, the fine particles experience
the downward segregation and the coarse particles experience
the upward segregation. This counteracts the diffusion mixing,
and it appears impossible to reach the homogeneous mixture.
The negative influence of segregation becomes particularly
important when it is required to mix a small amount of a key
downward segregating component with a large amount of a
basic one. Placed on top of the basic component at the beginning of the process, it simply travels downward with more or
less slight dispersion that occurs due to diffusion mixing. First
the mixture homogeneity increases, then it reaches its maximum, and then it decreases again until the key component
resurfaces at the bottom of the mixing chamber.
In addition to purely technical problems that it creates, the
phenomenon of segregation makes the mixing process rather
difficult for predictive modeling and calculation. Not without
reason, Bridgwater [1, 2] emphasized ‘‘the difficulty of designing and operating the mixing process, which is largely based on
judgment rather than science’’. There have been a number of
studies, mostly experimental, on the influence of the segregation effect on mixture quality [3–5]. However, the effect of segregation on the mixing kinetics has received less attention. The
elements of analysis of a mixture initial state influence were
described by Barcz et al. [6]. However, this research only
addressed the influence of the initial bed height. The effect of
initial distribution of the components to be mixed has virtually
never been investigated either theoretically or experimentally.

The initial distribution is usually taken from the practice of
mixing: the basic component is loaded to the bottom of the
mixing chamber, and the downward segregating key component is loaded on top of it.
In order to estimate the influence of initial distribution of
downward segregating component on mixing kinetics, one
must have an appropriate mathematical model. According to
the authors’ viewpoint, one of such models is the cell model
based on the theory of Markov chains. The general strategy of
applying the theory of Markov chains to modeling different
processes in powder technology was described by Berthiaux
et al. [7]. Later on, the authors generalized this approach to
more detailed modeling of mixing kinetics. Using this
approach, Mizonov et al. [8] theoretically investigated a few
novel ways to minimize the negative influence of segregation in
mixing of particulate solids. In the paper by Mizonov et al. [9],
the model was generalized to the case of ternary mixture of dissimilar particulate solids and verified experimentally. However,
in these and other papers, the influence of components’ initial
distribution was not included into objectives of the study. Thus,
this problem of mixing science and technology remains uninvestigated. Its detailed theoretical and experimental study is the
objective of the present paper.
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S1k, which varies with time, i.e., from one transition to another.
Its evolution can be described by the recurrent matrix equations:

Theoretical Studies

2.1 Cell Model of Mixing Kinetics
The model is related to a binary mixture of dissimilar particulate solids. Its structure is based on the approach described in
[7]. The scheme of the cell model is presented in Fig. 1. The
total height of the mixing chamber is separated into m1) perfectly mixed cells of the height Dx. It is assumed that the only
difference between the components that leads to segregation is
their size. Index 1 is assigned to the fine fraction and index 2 to
the coarse one. The process is observed at discrete moments of
time tk = (k –1)Dt, where Dt is the time step, or transition duration, and k is the transition number, which can be interpreted
as the discrete analogue of time. At any moment of time tk , the
distribution of the volume content of the fractions over the
cells of the chain is presented by the state column vectors S1k
and S2k of size m·1 containing elements S1jk and S2jk , where
j = 1,..,m is counted from the top of the mixture.

Figure 1. Fragment of the chain of cells presenting the process
of mixing.

Following the assumption used in [8, 9], let us suppose that
the total volume of the fractions inside each cell Smax remains
constant with time, regardless of the composition of each fraction inside the cell. This condition gives the following constraint:
Sk1j þ Sk2j ¼ Smax ;

j ¼ 1; . . . ; m

(1)

It is clear that for a binary mixture it is enough to describe
the evolution of one state vector of two, e.g., the state vector

–
1)

List of symbols at the end of the paper.

k k
Skþ1
1 ¼ P1 S1

(2)

where P1 is the matrix of transition probabilities that control
the process. It has the following form:
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where index 1 is already omitted and P and S are related to the
key component. The matrix P is a tridiagonal matrix. The entry
placed in the j-th column below the main diagonal is the probability for the key component to transit from the cell j to the
cell j+1 during Dt, the entry above it is the probability to transit
to the cell j–1, and the entry on the main diagonal is the probability to stay within the cell j during Dt. It is obvious that the
sum of all entries in each column must be equal to one.
The symmetrical probability d is related to pure diffusion
mixing that tends to level out all non-homogeneities once the
final mixture is obtained. It is connected with the dispersion
coefficient D by the relationship d = DDt/Dx2. The non-symmetrical transition probability v is related to the downward
segregation of the key component. This probability is to be calculated as v = VDt/Dx where V is the dimensional rate of segregation. However, the point is that this segregation practically
never occurs into the pure basic component. Once the mixing
process has started, it is already segregation of the key component into a mixture of the key and basic components.
In order to define its rate, the following assumptions are
made as used in our papers [8, 9]. The first one is that the key
component does not segregate into itself, i.e., only its diffusion
mixing is possible. The second one is that the downward segregation of the key component from the cell j into the cell j+1
only occurs into the part of the cell j+1 that is free of this component, i.e, into the area occupied by a more coarse fraction.
These assumptions allow calculating v as follows:
k
vjþ1;j

¼ v0 1 #

Skjþ1
S max

!

(4)

where v0 is the probability of segregation transition of the key
component into the pure basic one.
Thus, the matrix of transition probabilities P becomes statedependent and the model itself becomes nonlinear. In order to
start the recurrent procedure given by Eq. (2), the state vector
S0 of the key component’s initial distribution is to be formulated. Investigation of its influence on the mixing kinetics is
described below.
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2.2 Influence of the Key Component Amount
on Mixing Kinetics
The estimation of influence of the key component amount on
mixing kinetics was done by numerical experiments with the
model described above. They were done for the chain with
m = 20 cells. The amount of the key component was given by
the number of cell m1 it occupies at the initial state. It was
assumed that each cell could contain the unit volume of the
material independently of the component’s proportion
(Smax = 1). The calculations were done at d = 0.1 and v = 0.55.
The mixture non-homogeneity was estimated by the standard
deviation of the key component distribution:

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
1 X
s ¼
ðSkj # m1 =mÞ2
m 1
k

(5)

The results of numerical experiment are presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 a shows the evolution of the key component distribution at different amount of the key component. In all cases its
distribution first becomes more homogeneous, then its nonhomogeneity reaches its minimum, and then turns back to less
homogeneous distribution; at d = 0 the initial distribution simply turns upside down asymptotically. It is more clearly seen in
Fig. 2 b where the mixing kinetics for different amounts of the
key component is displayed. The small windows above the

Figure 2. Influence of the key component amount on mixing characteristics: (a) evolution of the key component distribution at different
amounts of the component; (b) mixing kinetics for different amounts of the key component (small windows above the graphs show the
relative distribution of the key component at optimum mixing time); (c) influence of the key component amount on the minimum reachable non-homogeneity.

graphs show the relative distribution of the key component at
optimum mixing time. The minimum non-homogeneity that
can be reached, rather strongly depends on the key component
amount. The smaller this amount, the less maximum homogeneity can be obtained in the process. It is worth noting that the
optimum mixing time, i.e., the optimum number of transitions,
only slightly depends on the key component amount. It is
obvious that under different conditions of mixing the quantitative characteristics can change but all the tendencies will
remain the same.

2.3 Influence of the Key Component Initial
Distribution on Mixing Kinetics
It is shown above that it becomes difficult to obtain a reasonably homogeneous mixture if the amount of a key downward
segregating component is small enough. Let m1 = 4, i.e., the
key component is loaded in a proportion of 1:4. Suppose that
there is a technical possibility to load it into a mixing chamber
in layers distributed inside the basic component and compare
the mixing kinetics for two initial state vectors:
S0 ¼ ½1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'T

that corresponds to the key component loading to the upper
part of a mixer, and
S0 ¼ ½1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0'T

(7)

that corresponds to its structured load (the index T means
transposing a vector).
The results of this comparison are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 a demonstrates the evolution of the key component
distribution for two different ways of loading. It can be already
seen from the graphs that with the structured load the mixture
becomes homogeneous much faster and its homogeneity near
the optimum mixing time is much higher than it is with the
traditional upper loading of the key component. The quantitative estimation of that can be seen from the graphs of mixing
kinetics in Fig. 3 b. With the structured load the optimum mixing time becomes four times as small, and the minimum nonhomogeneity gets cut by half. Actually, these results are not
unexpected. At the structured loading, the loading process
includes a premixing stage, sometimes considerable, that takes
place without segregation, and the mixing as such must realize
as the postmixing during a short time when the segregation
cannot lead to considerable separation of the mixture.

(6)

Figure 3. Comparison of mixing characteristics at the upper and structured load: (a) evolution of the key component distribution at different ways of loading; (b) mixing kinetics for different ways of loading (small windows above the graphs show the relative distribution
of the key component at optimum mixing time).

3

Experimental

a)

b)

3.1 New Feeder for Structuring the Load
Fed to a Batch Vibration Mixer
A possible technical solution to arrange the structured load into a batch mixer is indicated in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 a shows its basic design. The main parts of
the feeder are: the vertical shaft 1 with rectangular
plates 2 installed coaxially to the cylindrical mixing
chamber 3. The angle between plates is proportional to the component’s content. At the initial stage,
the plates touch the bottom of the chamber. The
components are loaded into the gaps between the
plates, the upper level of the components being
identical. Then, the shaft with the plates is brought
Figure 4. Feeding device for structuring the load: (a) principal scheme of the dein rotation motion and at the same time in upward
vice; (b) photo of loaded components.
motion. The components stay in the chamber as
the spiral layers like it is shown in Fig. 4 b.
ity of segregation transition, i.e., the dimensionless rate of segThe spiral initial distribution is not exactly the same as it is
regation, v = VDt/Dx = 0.4375. The probability of pure diffushown in Fig. 3 a but it is obvious that it can be considered
sion transition d = 0.12 was taken as the calibrating parameter
equivalent. It is necessary to note that, if the upward motion of
to reach the best fit to experimental data by the least squares
the vertical shaft is slow enough, the heights of the key compomethod.
nent layer will be such small that probably no post-mixing is
The results of the work are illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 a
necessary to complete the process.
depicts the initial distributions of the components: the upper
photo refers to the upper loading of the downward segregating
3.2 Setup for Investigation of Mixing Kinetics
component, and the lower photo to the structured load as four
layers. Fig. 5 b indicates the experimental and calculated mixing
An experimental validation of the model was carried out using
kinetics for both cases of loading. It can be seen that structura custom vibration stand that generates vertical vibrations of
ing the load leads to the following results: the optimum mixing
controlled amplitude and frequency. Glass beads with diametime decreases from 160 s to 40 s, i.e., four times as little, and
ters of 2 and 4 mm with a different color for each size were
the minimum non-homogeneity decreases from 0.025 to 0.01,
used to simulate the components to be mixed. The mixing vesi.e., 2.5 times as little.
sel was a box with a transparent front wall 100 ·150 mm. The
It is obvious that under different conditions of mixing, i.e.,
gap between the front and back walls was 20 mm.
other materials, parameters of vibration, etc., the quantitative
Using the ruler on the front wall of the box, the
components were arranged in layers. After the
experiment started, the mixture was photographed
every 15 s. These pictures were analyzed using special image analysis software that allowed finding
the content of the key component in each horizontal layer of the height 0.4 cm that is equal to the cell
height (computational size of sampling). The latter
allowed calculating the mixture non-homogeneity
by Eq. (5), i.e., defining the experimental mixing
kinetics. Each experiment was repeated at least five
times to obtain reproducible results.

4

Results and Discussion

The dimensional rate of the key component segregation V0 was taken from [9] where the same glass
beads were used. It was equal to 2.1 cm min–1. The
chain with 20 cells of the height Dx = 0.4 cm was
employed for modeling and processing of experimental data. The transition duration was taken
equal to Dt = 5 s. At these parameters, the probabil-

Figure 5. Experimental comparison of mixing kinetics for two ways of the key
component loading: (a) photo of initial distribution; (b) experimental (points)
and calculated (lines) mixing kinetics; (c) photo of the best distributions that can
be reached.

characteristics of the process can change but the tendencies of
its intensification will be the same. It follows from the physical
sense of multilayer loading and theoretical estimations shown
in Fig. 3.
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Conclusions

It is shown both theoretically and experimentally that the
structured loading of dissimilar components into a batch mixer
of solids is an effective way to reduce the mixing time and to
improve the mixture’s homogeneity. It is particularly effective
when it is necessary to mix a small amount of a downward segregating component with a large amount of a basic one. The
developed Markov chain model allows estimating the effect
that can be reached if the segregating component is loaded in a
mixing chamber as several layers distributed within a basic
component.
The basic design of the feeder used to load the material into
a batch vibration mixer, that allows loading of a key component as the spiral layer within a basic component, is proposed
and its workability is proved. A potential direction of the work
development is to find the optimum number of layers that
minimize the total time of the loading-mixing cycle. The model
can be also coupled with discrete element method (DEM) simulation of mixing of solids (see, e.g. [10]) to avoid the timeand labor-consuming procedure of its experimental identification.
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Symbols used
D
d

[m2s–1]
[–]

dispersion coefficient
probability of pure stochastic
(diffusion) transition

cell number counted from the top of
the mixture
transition number
total number of cells in the chain
matrix of transition probabilities
and its entries
state vector and its entries
maximum content of mixture that a
cell can contain
time
velocity of segregation
cell height

Greek letters
v

[–]

s

[–]

probability (rate) of segregation
transition
standard deviation, mixture nonhomogeneity
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